COLLABORATE WITH AARHUS UNIVERSITY

Does your company want access to the latest knowledge? Create value for your company through collaboration with Aarhus University.

We have the latest knowledge in the form of researchers and students, and we have extensive experience of creating fruitful collaborations with local authorities, regions, SME’s and large companies. Do you want to be next?

“Kamstrup has entered into a collaboration agreement with Aarhus University, which means that we meet 2-3 times a year with researchers from the university’s STEM departments and discuss specific collaborative projects based on new research results and technological challenges that Kamstrup is facing.”

Kristian Rokkjær, New Business Development Manager, Kamstrup

Read more at au.dk/samarbejde
COLLABORATION WITH PRIVATE COMPANIES

Thomas Korsgaard
✉ tkors@au.dk
📞 27101826

COLLABORATION WITH PUBLIC-SECTOR INSTITUTIONS

Lea Vad Brændgaard
✉ lvb@au.dk
📞 40866265

RECRUITMENT OF STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

Jette Hammer
✉ jeha@au.dk
📞 23421416

COLLABORATION ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Jeppe Dørup Olesen
✉ jdo@au.dk
📞 28992095